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Abstract 
We give a program for solving stochastic boundary value problems involving function-
als of (multiparameter) white noise. As an example we solve the stochastic Scb.rodinger 
equation 
.6.u + V · u = - f ul =0 8D 
where V is a positive, noisy potential. We represent the potential V by a white noise f 
unctional and interpret the product of the two distribution valued processes V and u as a 
Wick product V <>u. Such an interpretation is in accordance with the usual interpretation of 
a white noise product in ordinary stochastic differential equations. The solution u will not 
be a generalized white noise functional but can be represented as an L1 functional process. 
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1 Introduction 
The general motivation to study stochastic differential equations from the point of view 
of applications is the need to understand systems where there are random fluctuations or 
noise, or where the available inf9rmation is incomplete. 
The theory for ordinary differential equations with the randomness represented by e.g. 
white noise is now well understood (see e.g. [0]). The theory for stochastic partial differ-
ential equations (SPDE) is less developed. See, however, [W]. We here present a framework 
for treating certain SPDE's, generalizing the approach in [L0Ul]. We advocate these tech-
niques on the equations 
~u+ V ·u= -! ul =0 8D (1.1) 
where Dis a given bounded domain, fa given deterministic function and Vis a positive, 
noisy potential. 
In this article we represent the positive noise V by the Wick exponential Exp(W) of 
d-parameter white noise W. The product of the two distribution valued processes V and 
u is then interpreted as a Wick product V <>u. This is related to the Wick product used in 
quantum field theory. This interpretation can be regarded as a natural extention of the Ito 
integral interpretation of ordinary stochastic differential equations with white noise. 
It turns out that there does not exist a generalized white noise functional u which solves 
(1.1) (see e.g. [HKPS] for definition). However, the solution can be represented as an L1 
functional process u(cp, x, w). Heuristically u(cp, x, w) is the value of u when the test function 
("window") cp is used, shifted to the point x and in the experiment w. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we recall the definition of the white 
noise probability space (S'(Rd), B, p,), the d-parameter white noise Wand the d-pararneter 
Brownian motion Bx. In Section 3 we define the Hermite transform 'H.,.which transforms 
elements of L2(p,) into analytic functions of infinitely many complex variables z1, z2 , ••. In 
Section 4 we describe the inverse 1{-1 in terms of an explicit integral operator. The Wick 
product on L2(p,) is defined in Section 5. Then in Section 6 we introduce the L2 functional 
processes £.2 and we illustrate how to solve the Walsh equation 
{ ~u = W in De Rd, 
u= 0 on 8D 
in terms of u E £ 2 • The basic method is to apply the Hermite transform and its inverse. 
We then turn to the concept of positive noise V in Section 7. We point out that for 
equation (1.1) there does not exist an L2 functional process solution u. In fact, (1.1) 
does not even have a solution in (S*), the space of generalized white noise functionals 
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(Section 8). However, we show that if we extend the Wick product to L 1 (Section 9) 
and use this L 1 interpretation in (1.1), there exists an L 1 functional process u solving the 
equation (Section 10). 
After this paper was written we learned that ideas similar to ours based on the S-
transform (which is related to our Hermite transform, see [L0Ul, §5]) and the Wick product 
have earlier been adopted by Kuo and Potthoff [KP) to solve certain SDEs. However, their 
method seems insufficient here because, as just mentioned, the solution of the equation we 
consider is not a generalized white noise functional. In fact, we think that in general the 
natural framework for solutions of stochastic partial differential equations is not (S*), but 
the space of L 1 functional process. 
2 The white noise probability space 
In this section we introduce the basic probability space that we will use in the rest of the 
paper. Here we only state the main results. For more details we refer to [HKPS). 
In the following d will denote a fixed positive integer, interpreted as the time-, space-
or time-space dimension of the system we consider. More generally we will call d the 
parameter dimension. LetS= S(Rd) be the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing smooth 
(C00) functions on Rd. Sis a Frechet space under the family of seminorms 
where k ;::: 0 is an integer and a = ( a1, ... , am) is a multi-index of non-negative integers ai 
and 
where lal=a1 +···+am 
The dualS'= S'(Rd) of S, equipped with the weak star topology, is the space of tempered 
distributions. 
Let B = B(S') be the family of Borel subsets of S'. We now consider the probability 
measure f.L on B which is characterized by the following property: 
for all cp E S, (2.1) 
where llcpll 2 = llcpii~2(Rd)' (w, cp) = w(cp) for wE S' and E = EP. denotes expectation with 
respect to J.L· The existence of such a measure J.L is given by the Bochner-Minlos theorem, 
which can be found in [GV]. We call (S',B,J.L) the white noise probability space. The 
justification for this name is the following: 
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From (2.1) it follows that 
cpES (2.2) 
(see e.g. [L0U1, §2]) and using this isometry we can define 
(w, cp) := lim (w, cp'k) 
- k--+oo 
(2.3) 
(the limit taken in L 2 (p)) where 'Pk is any sequence inS such that 'Pk - cp in L 2 (Rd). In 
particular, this allows us to define 
(2.4) 
Then Bt is (essentially) a d-parameter Brownian motion, in the sense that there exists a 
t-continuous version Bt of Bt such that Bt is ad-parameter Brownian motion (sometimes 
also called d-parameter Brownian sheet). 
The {d-parameter) Ito integral of cp E L2(Rd) is now defined by 
f cp(t1, ... , td)dBt1 , ... ,td(w) = (w, cp). (2.5) }Rd 
Note that if d = 1 and suppcp c [0, oo) this coincides with the classical Wiener-Ito integral. 
We define the {d-parameter) white noise process Wrp as follows: 
Wr;(w) = (w, cp) (2.6) 
In other words, we have 
(2.7) 
By integration by parts for Wiener-Ito integrals we have 
f cp(t)dBt(w) = ( -1)d · f 8 Odcp 8 (t) · Bt(w)dt }Rd }Rd t1,... td (2.8) 
Therefore 
h ( d [)dcp ) ( 8d B ) Wr;(w) = d cp(t)dBt(w) = ( -1) 8t 8t 'Bt = cp, 8t 8t ' 
R 1 · · · d Rd 1 · · · d Rd 
(2.9) 
where (·, ·)Rd denotes the usual inner product in L2(Rd). In other words, in the sense of 
distributions we have 
W= 8dBt 
8tl ... 8td 
(2.10) 
The space L2 (p) can be given a useful representation, which we now describe: 
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For n = 0, 1, 2, ... and x E R let 
(2.11) 
be the Hermite polynomials. If a= (a1, •.• , am) is a multi-index of non-negative integers 
we define 
ho: ( U1, . · . , Um) := ho:1 ( Ut) ho:2 ( U2) . · · ho:.,. ( Um). (2.12) 
Fix an orthonormal basis {ek}~1 for L2 (Rd) and define 
Ho:(w) = ho:(fh(w), ... , Om(w)); (2.13) 
where 
(2.14) 
The following fundamental result can be regarded as a version of the celebrated Wiener-Ito 
chaos theorem: 
Theorem 2.1 ([HKPS, Lemma 2.3]) The collection {Ho:(·); a E Nm; m = 0, 1, ... } forms 
an orthogonal basis of L2 (J.L). Moreover, 
m 
where a!= IT ai! when a= (a1, ... , am). 
j=l 
The theorem implies that any f E L 2 (J.L) has the unique representation 
f(w) = L eo:Ho:(w) 
where Co: E R for each multi-index a and 
a 
An alternative description of L2(J.L) is the following: 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
In any dimension there is an expansion of every f E L2(S'(Rd), J.L) in terms of multiple 
Ito integrals (see [I]): 
f(w) = f: j fn(ul, ... , Un)dB~n 
n=O (Rd)n 
(2.18) 
where fn Ef}((Rd)n) (i.e. fn EL2((Rd)n) and fn is symmetric) and 
E[P] = f n! 11Jnii~2((Rd)n) · 
n=O 
(2.19) 
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Here dB~n = dBu1 • • • dBu,. denotes Ito's n-multiple differential on (Rd)n, as defined in [I]. 
Moreover, we have 
J e®o:1 tO. e®. a2 tO. • • • t0. e®o:m dB®n - Ilm h (8 ·) 1. . '61 2 '61 '61 m - a; 3 
(Rd)n j=l 
(2.20) 
-
if a= (a1, ... ,am), n = lal = a1 +···+am and 8; is given by (2.14). Here- and later 
- ® denotes the symmetrized tensor product, so that, e.g., f ® g(xb x2) = HJ(x1)g(x2) + 
f(x2)g(x1)] if Xi E R, and similarly for more than two variables. By (2.13) we can rewrite 
(2.20) as follows: 
j e®O!dB®io:l ~ Ha(w) (2.21) 
(Rd)l<><l 
which shows the connection between the two representations (2.16), (2.18). 
3 The Hermite transform on L 2 (J.L) 
We now describe a useful transformation 1i (the Hermite transform) which transforms a 
given FE L 2 (!-L) into a complex valued function 1i(F) = F which is an analytic function 
of infinitely many complex variables z1 , z2, • • • For d = 1 this transform was introduced in 
[L0U1]. In the following L 2 (p,) means L2 (S'(Rd), p,) (for general d) unless otherwise stated. 
Definition 3.1 Let F(w) = "£ cO!Ha(w) E L 2 (p,). Then the Hermite transform 1i(F) = F 
a 
of F is the formal power series in infinitely many complex variables z17 z2, ••• defined by 
1i(F)(z) := F(z) := L Co:Zo: (3.1) 
Many of the results about Hermite transforms that were proved in [L0Ul] and [L0U2] for 
d = 1 carry over to general d with minor modifications. We state these results, referring to 
where the proofs for d = 1 can be found: 
Theorem 3.2 [L0Ul, Lemma 5.3] If X= I: cO!Ha E L2(p,) then for each n the series 
0! 
converges absolutely for z = (z1 , .•. , Zn, 0, 0, ... ) with lzkl ::::; M for all k. Therefore, for 
each n the function 
- (n) ·- -X (z1, ... ,zn) .-X(z1, ... ,zn,O,O, ... ) (3.3) 
is analytic on en. 
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Example 3.1 
White noise Wcp was introduced in section 2. Since 
Wcp = I cp(t)dBt = L(cp, ek) r ek(t)dBt = L(cp, ek)hl (fh), }Rd k }Rd k 
where (·, ·) denotes inner product in L 2 (Rd), the Hermite transform of Wcp is given by 
00 
Wcp(z)- L(cp, ek)Zk (3.4) 
k=l 
4 The inverse Hermite transform 
The usefulness of the Hermite transform stems partly from (3.4) and partly from the exis-
tence of an explicit inverse: 
Let N denote the natural numbers. Define the measure-\ on the product u-algebra on 
RNby 
1 2 drJl 1 2 drJ2 d-\(rJ) = e-z1h y'21r. e-21J2 y'21r ... ; rJ = (rJ1, rJ2 , ••• ) (4.1) 
If n, k are positive integers put Jn,k = {a= (a1, ... , am); Ia I:$ n and a; = 0 for j > k }. If 
X= I: CaZa is the Hermite transform of X E L 2 (f.l) we define 
X(n,k) = 2: CaZa 
aEJn,k 
(4.2) 
We remark that in [L0U1] and [L0U2] the 1-dimensional versions of the following results 
are slightly incorrectly stated, in the sense that either stronger conditions must be imposed 
on X or X or the d-\-integrals of X must be interpreted as limits of the d-\-integrals of the 
truncated x<n,k)' as stated below: 
Theorem 4.1 [L0U1, formula (5.11)) If X is the Hermite transform of X E L 2 (f.l) then 
X(w) = 1i-1(X) := lim jx<n,k)(O + irJ)d-\(rJ) (limit in L2 (f.l)) (4.3) 
n,k--+oo 
where()= (01, 82, ... ), with ()k = f ekdB as before. 
Rd 
Theorem 4.2 [L0U1, Corollary 6.2) Let X E L2 (J.1) and let g: R---+ R be continuous 
and bounded. Then 
E[g(X)] = n,\c~Jg(j x<n,k)(~ + irJ)d-\(rJ))d-\(~) 
It follows that 
E[IXIP) :$ ~~ ...... ~ J J I.X(n,k)(~ + irJ)Ip d-\(~)dA(TJ) 
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(4.4) 
for all p~ 1. (4.5) 
Corollary 4.3 [L0U2, §3] Suppose 
is a formal power series in z1, z2 , ••• with Co: E R for all a. Moreover, assume that, using the 
notation from (4.2), 
as n, k, 'fT!-,}--+ oo (4.6) 
Then 
F(w) := L co:Ho:(w) E L 2 (S'(Rd), J.L). 
0: 
5 The Wick product in L2 (J.L) 
In quantum statistics there is a special product of random variables based on renormaliza-
tion principles. For example, if 
and Y = r 'l/JdB }Rd 
with cp, '1/J E S, then this product of X and Y, called the Wick product and denoted by X o Y, 
is given by 
X o Y = { cp ® 'l/JdB®2 
}(Rd)2 (5.1) 
We extend this definition to L 2 (J.L) in the natural way by using the expansion (2.18): 
Definition 5.1 Suppose 
and 
are two elements of L 2 (J.L). Then we define 
(5.2) 
provides the sum on the right converges in L 1 (J.L). 
Alternatively, using (2.16) we see that this can also be formulated as follows: 
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If X= l:a aaHa andY= l:,a b(3H,a are in L 2 (p,) then 
X<> Y = 2:: aabf3Ha+f3 
a,,B 
whenever this sum converges in L1(p,). 
The equivalence of (5.2) and (5.3) follows from (2.20), which gives the identity 
(5.3) 
Ha <> H13 = 1 e®a ® e®f3dB®(a+f3) = 1 e®(a+f3)dB(a+f3>. = Ha 13 . (5.4) (Rd)(a+.Bl (Rd)(a+.Bl + 
Note that the definition in (5.3) apparently depends on the choice of the base { ek}~ 1 
of L 2(Rd). However, the equivalence with (5.2) shows that this is not the case. In the 
Appendix we give an alternative, direct proof of independent interest that X<>Y defined by 
(5.3) is independent of { ek}· 
Remark Our definition of Wick product X<> Y coincides with the classical one, often 
denoted by : XY :, in cases like (5.1) but not in general. See the discussion in [L0U1, 
Remark to Th. 5.1]. 
As a motivation for the use of Wick products in stochastic differential equation we 
mention that if Yt is an adapted and, for example, bounded stochastic process then 
in a sense that is made precise in [L0U2, Theorem 3.3]. Thus by representing multiplication 
by white noise in stochastic differential equations by Ito integrals one is really interpreting 
the product by white noise as a Wick product. In that sense the use of Wick products instead 
of ordinary products in stochastic partial differential equations is a natural extension of this 
principle. We also point out that Wick multiplication reduces to ordinary multiplication if 
one of the factors is deterministic (corresponding to all the fn 's being zero for n > 0 in the 
expansion (2.18)). 
The following connection between Wick products and the Hermite transform 1{ is cru-
cial: 
Theorem 5.2 [L0U1, Th. 5.5] Let X, Y E L 2 (p,) such that X<> Y E L 2 (p,). Then 
1-l(X <> Y) = 1-l(X) ·1-l(Y), (5.5) 
where the product on the right is the usual complex product. 
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Example 5.3 The square of white noise, w;2 , has the Hermite transform 
00 
'H(W;2 ) = I: (cp, ek) ( cp, ez)zkzz 
k,l=l 
6 Functional processes. The stochastic Poisson equa-
tion 
We now introduce the generalized stochastic processes that we will work with. First we 
consider the L2 case; If X EL2 (J-L) we can write, using (2.16), 
X(w) = L caHa(w) 
0: 
By allowing each Co: to depend on test functions cp on Rd and on x E R d we get the following 
concept: 
Definition 6.1 Ad-parameter generalized {white noise) L2 functional process is a sum of 
the form 
X(cp,x,w) = L:ca(cp,x)Ha(w); 
0: 
where 
Co:(·,·) : S(Rd) X Rd-+ R (for lal > 1) 
and 
x-+ ca(cp, x) is (Borel) measurable on Rd, for each cp E S(Rd). 
If a= 0 then co:(·) is just a measurable function on Rd (independent of cp). 
We also require that 
E[X(cp, x, ·?] = L c!(cp, x)a! < oo 
0: 
Remark Suppose that for each multi-index a we are given an element ao: such that 
for some s < oo, 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
where in general Hr denotes the Sobolev space of order r E R. Then we can associate a 
function Co: ( ·, ·) as above by putting 
where cpx(u) = cp(u- x) (6.3) 
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In other words, Ca ( cp, x) is the result of applying aa to (the tensor product of) the shifted 
test function cp. Put M = laid, aa = a and let Dk denote the distributional derivative 
of a in the k'th direction. Then for ci>, 'Ill E S(RM) and 1 ::; k ::; M we have, putting 
a(ci>) = (a,~), 
8 - - 8w r -8 (a, <I>y)'llf(y)dy =- r (a, ci>y)-8 dy l&M Yk iRM Yk 
= -(a, { ci>(u- y) · 88'W (y)dy) =-(a, { Dkci>(u- y) · 'W(y)dy) laM Yk }RM 
= - { (a, Dkci>(u- y))'W(y)dy = { (Dka, ci>y)'llf(y)dy. }RM }RM 
Therefore 
a 
-8 (a, ci>y) = (Dka, <I>y)· Yk (6.4) 
So the distributional derivative of a evaluated at the y-shifted <I> coincides with the y-
derivative of (a, ci>y}· Returning to (6.3) we obtain 
(6.5) 
where n = lal. Therefore processes of the form (6.1) are more general than processes of the 
form 
Y<p(w) = L aa('P®n)Ha(w) (6.6) 
a 
where aa(·) E H-s(Rnd) for somes and 
E[YIP(-)2] = L a~(cp®n)a! < oo 
a 
Such processes are called functional processes. They were introduced in [L0U1] in the case 
where the parameter dimension d = 1, and for such processes the derivatives were taken in 
distribution sense for each a. By (6.5) we see that this is (essentially) the same as taking 
the x-derivatives of 
X(cp, x, w) = L aa('P~Iai)Ha(w). 
a 
It turns out that the £ 2 requirement is too strong for many important applications. There-
fore we extend the definition to V, p > 0 as follows: 
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Definition 6.2 Let p>O. A (d-parameter generalized) V functional process is a function 
X(cp,x,w): S x Rd x S'--+ R 
such that 
(i) the map x--+ X(cp,x,w) is (Borel) measurable for all <pES and a.a. wES' 
and 
(ii) the map w--+ X(cp,x,w) is in V(p,) for all <pES and all xERd. 
The family of all V generalized functional processes is denoted by C,P. 
Conclusion 
For a generalized functional process X we interpret X(cp,x,w) as the measurement of X 
obtained by using the "window" cp shifted to the point x. And in stochastic differential 
equations involving X ( cp, x, w) the derivatives are taken in the x-variable, for each fixed 
window cp. In this sense our concept has similarities to Colombeau distributions [C]. For a 
more thorough motivation of our approach see [L0U3]. 
Generalized functional processes are both more general, mathematically simpler and 
easier to interpret than functional processes, so we will only consider this more general 
concept from now on. For simplicity we drop the word "generalized", so that "functional 
processes" really means "generalized functional processes" from now on. 
The main idea in the solution of stochastic partial differential equations can now be 
summarized as follows: 
Interpret the products involved as Wick products and look for solutions in the form of 
functional processes. By taking Hermite transform the equation is transformed to a (com-
plex) deterministic partial differential equation involving usual products. If this equation 
can be solved, the inverse Hermite transform will give the solution of the original stochastic 
equation. 
The stochastic Poisson equation 
To illustrate the method we consider the equation 
{ D.u=W in DcRd 
u= 0 on an 
(6.7) 
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where Dis a given bounded open set in Rd and we use the notation 
1 d 82 ~--2:-
- 2 .k=;=l ax~ for the Laplacian operator ~ 
This problem has been solved by-Walsh [W]. The solution is given by the distribution valued 
process 
uo(¢) = k [fv G(r, s)¢(r)dr] dBs(w) (6.8) 
where G(r, s) is 'the Green function corresponding to the deterministic equation 
~u= finD; ui =0 av (6.9) 
Based on our approach it is natural to make the following definition: 
Definition 6.3 A functional process u=u(¢, x, w) is a solution of the stochastic Dirichlet 
problem 
~u=W inDcRn, ul =0 av 
if for each ¢ES there is a setH¢ cS' with p,(H¢) = 1 such that the function x---+- u(¢, x, w) 
satisfies (in the classical, weak sense) the boundary value problem 
{ b.xu(¢,x,w) _ W'P= for xED 
u(¢,x,w)- 0 for xE8D (6.10) 
for all wE H¢. 
(Here, and in the following, b.x means that the Laplacian operator is taken with respect to 
the variable x.) 
To illustrate our method, we now want to solve (6. 7) using this definition. Taking H-
transforms on both sides in (6.10), we get as we expand W¢ along a base {ek}k:::1 
n 
~u(n)(x) = _L(¢x,ek)Zk forxED; 
k=l 
U(n)l = 0 
av 
(6.11) 
forn=1,2,3, ... 
The solution formula of (6.9) extends by linearity to the case where f -is C-valued. Hence 
(6.12) 
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Taking inverse transforms we get, with Zk = (}k + iTJk, (}k as in (2.14), 
u<n)(¢>,x) - fnjRN G(x,r) "f(¢>r,ek)zkdrd>..(rJ) 
- fv G(x,r) t.(<Pr,ek) JRd ek(s)dB8 dr 
- { d { G(x, r) fJ¢>r, ek)ek(s)dr dBs lR ln k=l 
With this expression, it is easy to see that 
u(n)(¢>,x) ~ u(¢,x) = jRd [fv G(x,r)<Pr(s)dr]dBs 
This is our solution to problem (6.7). 
(6.13) 
(6.14) 
To compare this solution with the Walsh solution uo in (6.8) we interpret uo as a 
functional process uo(<P,x) by defining 
uo(¢>, x) := uo(<Px) = fvfv G(r, s)<Px(r)dr dBs 
Comparing with (6.13) we see that uo(</J,x) = u(¢,x) if, for all x,sED, 
j G(r, s)¢>(r- x)dr = j G(x, r)¢(s- r)dr 
(6.15) 
(6.16) 
(Defining G(r, s) = 0 if r¢.D or s¢. D we may regard both integrals as integrals over Rd.) 
Changing variables we see that (6.16) holds iff, for all x,sED, 
j G(x + y, s)¢(y)dy = j G(x, s- y)</J(y)dy (6.17) 
If supp ¢>c (D- {x})n({s} -D) (where, in general, A-B = {a-b;aEA, bEB}) then (6.17) 
is valid because then, if we write¢>= ~f with f EC~(D) (the coo functions with compact 
support in D) we get 
j G(x + y, s)~J(y)dy = j G(y, s)~J(y- x)dy = j G(y, s)~fx(y_)dy 
= fx(s) = f(s- x) = j G(x, y)~f(s- y)dy = j G(x, s- y)~J(y)dy. 
Thus if we define 
for e>O 
we have 
(6.18) 
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for all 'ljJ E C0 (D). Using the tenninology from Colombeau distributions ([C)) we conclude 
that we have associated equality between u0 and u in D. It follows that u0 and u both 
satisfy the same equation (in the weak sense) 
b.u= WinD 
This can also be seen directly by considering the Hennite transform u0 of u0 , which is 
easily seen to be 
uo(¢x) = 2: [ { ( { G(s,r)<f>x(r)dr)ek(s)ds]zk. 
k ln ln 
From this it follows that 
b.xiLo(¢x) = 2:[/ (jG(s,r)b.x¢(r-x)dr)ek(s)ds]zk 
k 
- L [j (j G(s,r)b.r¢(r- x)dr)ek(s)ds]zk 
k 
- L [j ¢(s- x)ek(s)dr]zk = 2:(¢x, ek)zk = W4>,., 
k k 
as claimed. 
In spite of this u0 and u are not equal, and the explanation is that they do not satisfy 
the boundary requirement 
ulan= 0 
in the same sense. 
7 Positive noise 
In many applications the noise that occurs is not white. The following example illustrates 
this: 
If we consider fluid flow in a porous rock we often lack exact information about the 
permeability of the rock at each point. The lack of information makes it natural to model 
the permeability as a (multiparameter) noise. This noise will of course not be white but 
positive since permeability is always a nonnegative quantity. If we try to model permeability 
as a functional process we are therefore led to the following definition: 
Definition 7.1 A functional process X(cp,x,w) is called positive or a- positive noise if 
X(cp, x, w) 2:: 0 for a.a. wEn 
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We now have the following useful characterization of positivity: 
Theorem 7.2 [L0U1, Theorem 7.4] Let XEL2 (J.L). Then X2::0 a.s. if and only if 
- ( ) 1 2 9n(Y) :=X n (iy)e- 2 Y ; (7.1) 
is positive definite for all n. x<n) (z) is defined by (3.3). 
Theorem 7.3 [L0U1, Corollary 7.5] Let X =X(<p,x,w) and Y = Y(<p,x, w) be positive 
L 2 functional processes of the form ( 6. 6). Then X~ Y is also positive (when defined). 
Theorem 7.4 [L0U1, Example 7.3] The Wick-exponential 
co 1 
Exp[Wcp] := L 1 w;n 
n=On. 
is a positive noise and can be computed by the relation 
Exp[Wcp] = exp (j <pdB- ~ll<pllh) 
8 An SDE with no solution in L 2 (J-L) 
We have already mentioned that it is sometimes necessary to consider I? functional process 
for p < 2. In fact, equation (1.1) is an example of an equation whose solution is in L 1 (J.L) 
but not in I?(J.L) for p> 1. We now explain this in more detail. 
As a model for the potential V we use the positive noise e Exp W (where e> 0) and we 
interpret the multiplication in the Wick sense. This gives the stochastic boundary value 
problem 
{ !:::..u = -eExpW ~u- f in DcRd 
u= 0 on {)D (8.1) 
Definition 8.1 We say that an L2 functional process u = u(<p, x, w) is a solution of (8.1) 
if for all <pES and all z=(zi,Z2,··· ,zn,O,O, . .. )ECN the function X--+ u(<p,x,w,z) solves 
the (deterministic) boundary value problem 
{ !:::..xu(<p,x,z) = -e exp Wcp"'(z) · u(<p,x,z)- (! * <p)(x) for all xED Li:mii(<p,x,z)=O forall yEoRD (8-2) 
zED 
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where(!* cp)(x) = f f(y)cp(y-x)dy and ORD denotes the boundary points of D which are 
Rn 
regular for the classical Dirichlet problem. (If necessary the first part of (8.2) is interpreted 
in the weak (distribution) sense.) 
We will return to this equation in full generality in Section 10. Let us here consider the 
special case 
1 d = 1, c =-
2 
and D = (0,1r)CR 
Then, writing u(x) = u(cp,x,w), (8.2) gets the form 
{ u"(x) = -Exp W<p, ~ u(x)- 2(! * cp)(x); 0 <x< 1 
u(O) = u(1r) = 0 (8.3) 
Suppose u is an L 2 functional process solving (8.3). Then taking the 7-t-transform of (8.3) 
gives 
{ u"(x) =- exp w<p, (z). u(x)- 2(! * cp)(x); o <x <1 
u(o) = u(1r) = o 
where u(x) = u(x; Zl, Z2, .. . ) is the 7-t-transform of u. Now 
exp W<pz(z) = exp (:z)tpx,ej)Zj) 
j 
so it is clearly possible to choose e1, cp and f such that 
(! * cp)(x) = 1 for xE (0,1) 
and 
for xE (0, 1) 
For this choice of ell cp and f and with z= (2i, 0, ... ) (8.4) gets the form 
{ u"(x) = -u(x)- 2 in (0, 1) 
u(o) = u(1r) = o 
The general solution of the first equation in (8.5) is 
u(x) = -2 + Acosx + Bsinx 
but this u has the boundary values 
(A, B constants) 
u(O) = -2+A, u(1r) = -2- A 
(8.4) 
(8.5) 
so a solution of (8.5) does not exist for z = (2i, 0, ... ). We conclude that ·it is not possible to 
find a z-analytic (entire) function u(x;z) which solves (8.4). Hence u(cp,x,·) cannot be in 
L2 (J1). In fact, we shall see in Section 10 that u cannot be in V(f.l) for any p> 1. However, 
it is possible to find a solution in L1 (J1). 
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9 The Wick product in L 1 (J-L) 
Motivated by the example in Section 8 we now turn to L1 functional processes. In order to 
define what it means that an L1 functional process u solves (8.1) it is necessary to extend 
the definition of Wick product from L2 (p,) to L1(p,). The most natural way of doing this is 
as follows: 
Definition 9.1 Let X, Y EL1(p,). Suppose there exist Xn, Yn EL2(p,) such that 
and Yn--+ Y 
and 
Then we define 
It is necessary to show that this definition of X <> Y does not depend on the actual 
sequences {Xn}, {Yn}· This is done in the next Lemma: 
Lemma 9.2 Let Xn, Yn be as in Definition 9.1 and assume that X~, Y~ EL2 (p,) also satisfy 
and 
Z' := lim X' <> Y' exists in L1 (11.) 
n->oo n r-
Then Z' = Z. 
Moreover, 
where in general 
F[g](rp) = f ei(cp,w)g(w)dp,(w), rpES Js, 
denotes the Fourier transform of gEL1(p,). 
(9.1) 
(9.2) 
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Proof Suppose that Xn, Yn E L2(J.L) satisfy the conditions of Definition 9.1 and put Z = 
limXn ~ Yn. It suffices to prove that 
To this end, recall that the COill!ection between the Fourier transform and the S-transform 
is given by 
J=[g](cp) = e!llcpii2Sg(icp) 
(see [HKPS, formula (2.10)].) Moreover, since 
'Hg(z1, z2, .•. ) = Sg(z1e1 + z2e2 + · · ·) 
(see [L0U1, The. 5. 7]) we know by Theorem 3.3 that 
S(gl ~ 92)(c,o) = Sgt(c,o) · Sg2(c,o) 
J=[X ~ Y](c,o) - lim J=[Xn ~ Yn](cp) 
11.-->00 
- lim e~llcpll 2 S(Xn ~ Yn)(icp) 
11.-->00 
- lim e~llcpii 2SXn(icp) · SYn(icp) 
11.-->00 
- lim e-!llcpll2 J=[Xn](c,o) · J=[Yn](c,o) 
11.-->00 
e-!llcpll 2 J=[X](c,o). J=[Y](c,o). 
Corollary 9.3 Let X, Y EL1 and assume that X~ Y exists. Then 
E[X ~ Y] = E[X] · E[Y] 
Proof Choose cp = 0 in (9.1). 
(9.3) 
(9.4) 
(9.5) 
(9.6) 
Corollary 9.4 Suppose u(c,o, x, w) is an L1 functional process which solves equation (8.1). 
Then E[u(cp, x, ·)]coincides with the solution v(cp,x) of the corresponding no-noise equation 
{ b.xv(cp,x) = -cv(cp,x)- (! * cp)(x) in D (9.7) 
v(c,o, x) = 0 on 8D 
It is well-known that the solution v of (9. 7) can be expressed as follows: 
Let {bt}t;:::o be a Brownian motion on Rd (independent of Bx) with law px (Px(bo = 
x) = 1) and put 
TD = inf{t>O;bt~D} 
Then by the Feynman-Kac formula we have 
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Corollary 9.5 Suppose u(cp,x,w) is an £ 1 functional process which solves (8.1). Then 
(9.8) 
where Ex denotes expectation with respect to px. 
10 The stochastic Schrodinger equation 
We now have the sufficient background for discussing the general stochastic equation (8.1). 
Modified to the L 1(f.l) setting our definition of a solution of (8.1) becomes the following: 
Definition 10.1 We say that an £ 1 functional process u = u(cp, x, w) is a solution of (8.1) 
if for all cpES there is a set HlfJcS' with Jl(HifJ) = 1 such that for all wEHifJ the function 
x-+ u(cp,x,w) solves the (deterministic) boundary value problem 
L1xu(cp, x, w) = -e(Exp WlfJ"' <> u)(w)- (f * cp)(x) in D (10.1) 
and 
~EJ u(cp,x,w) = 0 for all yEoRD (10.2) 
:<ED 
Remarks 
1) It is a part of the definition (assumption on u) that 
exists in L1(p,), for all cpES and a.a. xED. 
2) Again we interpret the first part, (10.1), in the weak (distribution) sense, i.e. for all 
wEHtp the functions X-+ u(cp,x,w) and X-+ Exp wi{J:z: <> u(cp,x, ·)belong to LtocCD) 
and 
( u, 6.7/J) = -e(Exp WI{J"' <> u, 7/J) - (f * cp, 7/J) (10.3) 
for all 7/J E C0 (D) (the smooth functions with compact support ·in D), where ( , ) 
denotes the usual inner product in L2 (Rd). 
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Theorem 10.2 Let D be a bounded domain in Rd and let f be a bounded continuous 
function on D. Let e(D) > 0 be the lowest positive eigenvalue of the operator -~in D. 
Then for O<e<e(D) the function 
u(<p, x, w) = ftx [fo'~"D Exp [e ht Exp(Wcp0.)ds] (! * cp)(bt)dt] (10.4) 
is an L1 functional process which solves (8.1). Here bt,Ex,-rv is as in Corollary 9.5. 
The proof will be split into several lemmas: 
Put 
(10.5) 
for n=0,1, 2, ... , where F= f * cp. 
Lemma 10.3 
Un(cp, x, ·) E L 2 (J1) for all cp, x and all n. (10.6) 
Proof Define 
(10.7) 
Then, with c=sup IFI, <I>j = <pbr; = cp(x- br;) we have 
VZ(cp, X,·) ~ C (jj;x [ioTD (foB· • ·18 Exp t w~jdT1 • • • drk)ds] ) 2 
0 0 0 J=l 
~ c2Ex ['TD · rD ( r ... r exp (w"~- ~·- -2111 t<J>jll2)drl_· .. drk)2ds] lo lo lo L--,-1 ' j=l 
< c2 F;x [-rv. rn sk( r ... r exp (2w"~- ~·-II t <r>1lndr1 ... drk)ds] lo lo lo L-1-1 ' j=l 
~ c E< [rv · r s'(f.'· · J Exp(W2r.;~,.,) exp (II t. <P;JJ2)dn ... dr.d)ds] 
~ c2 exp(k2 llcpii 2)Ex [-rv · hTD sk(fo8 • • ·fo8 Exp(W2 E7=1 ~Jdrl·· .. drk)ds] (10.8) 
This gives 
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E~' [v%(cp, x, ·)] :::; c2 exp(k2 II'PII2)W [rn ·lorn sk (fo8 • ··los 1 · dr1 ... drk )ds] 
= c2exp(k2llcpll2)iJx [r?. 2k ~ 1 . rf>k+l] (10.9) 
= 2k~ 1 . exp(k2llcpll2)iJx[rf>k+2] < oo' 
since iJx[exp(c:rn)] <oo for all c:<c:(D) (see e.g. [D; Section 8.8]). This proves Lemma 10.3. 
Lemma 10.4 For n~ 1 we have 
IJ..xun = -c:Exp W,.,., <>Un-1- F for all xED (10.10) 
where !J.. is interpreted in distribution sense. 
Proof The Hermite transform of Vk is given by 
k=O, 1,2, ... 
Fix t > 0. For bounded measurable g we define 
By the Markov property we have 
where Bt denotes the shift operator br o Ot = br+t· Since rn = t + rn o 7lt on { t < rn} we get 
Ptflk(x) =_Ex [t<rn,.Ex[1TD (1 8 exp w,.,brdr t F(bs)ds!FtJ] 
=_Ex [t<rn, lTD (1 8 exp w'f'brdr )k F(bs)ds] 
This gives 
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(10.11) 
I 
~{Ptiik(x)- vk(x)} 
=-t { .Ex[t?:.-rv,foTD (fosexp w'Pbrdr )k F(bs)ds] 
+ _Ex[t<TD, [D ( (fo8exp W'Pbrdrt -lTD (lsexp W'Pbrdrt)F(bs)ds]} 
=-~_Ex [t>-rv, foTD (fos exp w'Pbrdr t F(bs)ds] 
-~Ex [t <-rv, lot (fos expW'Pbrdr t F(bs)ds] 
-~Ex [t <Tv, lTD { (fos exp W'Pbrdr t- (is exp W'Pbrdr t}F(bs)ds] 
= I1(t) + I2(t) + Is(t) (10.12) 
We deal with these 3 expressions separately. First note that, with M =sup !Wxl and 
c =sup IF(x)l, 
X 
lim II1(t)l < lim~ exp(Mk) ·Ex [t?:.-rv, rD skds] 
t-.o t-.o t Jo 
< cexp(Mk) lim"I_.EJx[t>-r 7k+I] 
k + 1 t-->0 t - D, D 
< cexp(Mk) ·lim I_. tk+l = 0 . 
k + 1 t-+0 t 
For the second term we get similarly 
cexp(Mk) EAx [ lot kd J 
_....::.......:._...:_ · t<-rv, s s 
t 0 
cexp(Mk) tk+1 
< ·-~o ast~o. k+1 t 
Using the mean value theorem we see that 
Is(t) =-~Ex [t <Tv, lTD k. (is exp w'Pbrdr t-1 exp w'Pb .. . t. F(bs)ds] 
where 0 <a< t. This gives 
~~Is(t) = -k. Ex [laTD (las exp w'Pbrdr t-1 F(bs)ds] . exp W<p, 
From (10.12)-(10.15) we conclude that 
lim"I.(Ptiik(x) -vk(x)) = -k·vk-1(x) ·expW<p, for k>1. 
t--+0 t 
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X 
(10.13) 
(10.14) 
(10.15) 
(10.16) 
For v0 (x) it is well-lmown that 
lim~ (Ptiio(x)- iio(x)) = -F(x) 
t--+0 t 
(10.17) 
From this it ·follows that in distribution sense we have 
.6-vo(x) = -F(x). (10.18) 
and 
.6-vk(x) = -kExp Wcp., ¢ Vk-1 (x) fork;:::: 1 (10.19) 
Since 
we get from (10.18)-(10.19) that 
I 
n ek n ek-1 
- L -k1llvk- F = -e L (k _ 1)1vk-1 ¢Exp Wcp.,- F 
k=l . k=l . 
f-
- -eUn-1 ¢ Exp Wcp., - F, 
which proves Lemma 10.4. 
Lemma 10.5 
s~p llun ¢ Exp Wcp.,- Um ¢ Exp Wcp.,IILl(J.~) -4 0 as m,n-400 
Proof We may assume m < n. Then 
Wn,m := Un ¢ Exp Wcp., - Um ¢ ExpWcp., = 
= t ek: j;x [ rD ( r Exp Wcpo,. dr) ok ¢ Exp Wcp., · F(bs)ds] . 
m+l . lo lo 
So, putting <P0 =cpx and using the notation from the proof of Lemma 10.3, 
[ n ek A [ lTD los los 1 k 2 ] l EJ.~[Iwn,ml]::; cEJ.I L -k1 Ex ( . . . exp (w,. _- -2 11 L <Pjll )dr1 ... drkds 
m+l · 0 0 0 I: cP3 j=O 
i=O 
= C· t ek:j;x[ rD Skds] = C f (k e\)1Ex[r1+1] 
m+l · Jo m+l + · 
-4 0 as m, n-4001 uniformly in x, since 
supftx[ exp(erv)] < oo 
X 
by our choice of e. 
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Remark Lemma 10.5 implies that Exp Wcp., <>uEL1(p,) exists and 
Exp Wcp., <> u = lim Exp Wcp., <> Un in L1(p,) 
n->oo 
(10.20) 
Lemma 10:6 
sup llun- uiiLl(JL) -as n-+oo 
:X 
Proof This is proved in the same way as Lemma 10.5. We omit the details. 
Proof of Theorem 10.2: From Lemma 10.4 we have 
~Un = -eExp Wcp., <> Un-1 - f for all xED 
Therefore, if '1/J E Cg"(D) and (, ) denotes inner product in L2(D), we have for all n> 1 
(un,D.'I/J) = (-eExp Wcp., <>Un-b'I/J)- (F,'I/J) 
As n -+ oo this converges to, by Lemma 10.5 (10.20) and Lemma 10.6, 
(u, ~'1/J) = ( -eExp Wcp., <> u, '1/J)- (F, '1/J), 
which shows that (10.1) holds. 
(10.21) 
The proof that (10.2) holds follows the usual argument for the stochastic solution of the 
Poisson problem (see e.g. [0, Ch. IX]) and is omitted. 
Appendix: Basis-invariance of the Wick product 
Apparently the alternative definition (5.3) of the Wick product depends on the choice of 
basis elements {ek}/!1 for L 2 (Rd). In this appendix we will prove directly that this is not 
the case. 
First we establish some properties of Hermite polynomials. Recall that the Hermite 
polynomials are defined by the relation 
.,2 dn ( .,2) 
hn(x) = (-1te2 dxn e-2 
We adopt the convention that h_1 (x) = 0. Then for n=O, 1, 2 ... we have 
hn+I(x) = hl(x)hn(x)- nhn-l(x) 
If x= (x1 , x 2, ... , XN) is a vector, and a= (a1 , a2, ••• , aN) is a multi-index, we define 
ha(x) = ha1 (xi)ha2 (x2) ... haN (XN) 
Formulated in this language, (A1) takes the form 
a! 
ha+f3(x) = ha(x)h(3(x)- (a_ /3)! ha-(3(x) if 1/31 = 1 
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(A.1) 
(A.2) 
Lemma A.l If a2 + b2 = 1, then for all n = 0, 1, 2 ... we have 
hn(ax +by)= 'to (~)akbn-khk(x)hn-k(Y) 
Proof By induction. The cases n=O, 1 are trivial. We use (A1) to get 
hn+I(ax +by) - (ax+ by)hn(ax +by)- nhn-I(ax +by) 
- (ax+ by) to (~)akbn-khk(x)hn-k(Y) 
-n ~ ( n ~ 1) a•bn-l-khk (x )h.-t-k(Y) 
- to (~)ak+lbn-kxhk(x)hn-k(Y) 
+to (~)a•bn+l-khk(x)yhn-k(Y) 
-E (n ~ 1)nakbn-1-khk(x)hn-I-k(Y) 
Using the equation (A1) backwards, we have the following 
= t (n)ak+1bn-khk+I(Y) 
k=O k 
+ E (~)akbn+l-khk(x)hn+I-k(Y) 
+ t. (~)ak+1bn-khk-l(x)hn-k(Y) 
+ E (~) akbn+l-khk(X)Yhn-1-k(Y) 
-E (n k l)nakbn-1-kh.(x)h.-t-k(Y) 
The sum of the two first terms gives the required expression. As for the three last terms, 
we have when we letS denote the sum of these 
S = E [(k: 1) (k + 1)a2 + (~) (n- k)b2 - (n k 1)n] akbn-l-khk(x)hn-l-k(Y) 
Here 
and this proves the lemma. 0 
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N 
Proposision A.2 If a= (a1, a2, ... , aN) with 2:: at = 1, we have 
i=l 
Proof Trivial if N = 1. If N 2::: 1, we put 
N+l L aiXi = a1x1 + 
i=l 
i.e. 
N+l 
b= :Z:at 
i=2 
Then ay + b2 = 1, so by Lemma Al 
The induction hypothesis applies to hn-k(y). Hence 
Proposition A.3 Let a,bbb2, ••• ,bN,X be vectors in RM. If all the inner products 
(a, bi) = 0 i = 1, 2, ... , N, then 
lo:l=n 
IPll=l, ... ,J.BNI=l 
n! o:•B1 ,BNh ( ) 
-,a al ... aN o:+.Bl+··+.BN x 
a. 
lo:l=n 
IPll=l, ... ,JPNI=l 
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Proof By induction again. This time we use induction on the number of {3-s. We first 
consider the case with one {3. We use (A2) to get 
L n;aallha+,8(x) = L n;aallha(x)h,a(x)- L ( :'{3)1aallha-,8(x) 
lal=n a. lcrl=n a. lal=n a . 
IPI=l IPI=l IPI=l 
- L n;aaflha(x)h,a(x)- L a.Bf! ( L n;aaha(x)) 
lcrl=n a. 1.81=1 lal=n-1 a. 
IPI=l . 
If (a, b)= 0, the last term vanishes. This proves the case with one {3. By induction we will 
assume that the statement is true on all levels uptoN. We use (A2) again to get 
:L 
lal=n 
IPll=l, ... ,IJlN+ll=l 
lal=n 
I.Sll=l, ... ,IJlN+ll=l 
"""' n! a•B1 b.8N+1 (a+ /31 + · · · + f3N)! h ( ) ~ -,a Ui · · · N+l ( {3 {3 {3 )I cr+,81+·+,8N-/3N+l X a. a+ 1+ .. ·+ N- N+1. lal=n 
IPll=l, ... ,IJlN+ll=l 
Then we use ( A2) backwards in the first expression. 
+ 
lal=n 
I.Sll=l, ... ,IJlN+ll=l 
n! a•Bl bf3N+lh ( )h ( ) la U1 .•• N+l a X f31+·+f3N X a. 
"""' n! a• 81 b.BN+l (/31 + · · · + f3N )! h ( )h ( ) ~ -,a U1 • • • N+l (/3 (3 {3 )1 a X f3l+·+f3N-f3N+l X a. 1+·. ·+ N- N+l · lal=n 
I.Sll=l, ... ,IJlN+ll=l 
"""' n! a•81 b.8N+l (a+f3I+···+f3N)! h () ~ a! a Ul ... N+l (a+/31 + .. ·+f3N-f3N+I)! a+f3I+·+f3N-f3N+l X lcrl=n 
IPll=l, ... ,IJlNHI=l 
=:I +II- III 
Now observe that 
(f3I+ .. ·+f3N)! _ .- .< ({3 + + {3 {3 )I - #{f3t- f3N+I, 'L _ N} 1 . . . N- N+1 · 
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We consider the second term II, and have 
II= 
+ 
+ 
lal=n 
IPtl=l, ... ,JPN+tl=l 
L 
lal=n 
IP2l=l, ... ,jpNI=l 
L 
lal=n 
IPtl=l,IPal=l, ... ,jp Ni=l 
L 
lal=n 
IPtl=t, ... ,lPN-tl=1 
n! a,B1 bf:JN-th ( )h ( ) 
-,a O'i • • • N-1 a X f:J1+---+f:JN-1 X a. 
The induction hypothesis applies (backwards) to all of these, so we get that the second 
term I I is equal to the expression 
L 
lal=n 
IPtl=l, ... ,JpN+11=1 
Now we can finally subtract the third term III from the second II, and get 
II-III=-
lal=n 
IPtl=1, ... ,JpN+tl=l 
"'"" f:JN+1bf:JN+l { "'"" n! alJ!t bf:JN+t h ( ) } Q 
=- ~ a N+l ~ la 1 ·• · N+1 o:+f:Jt+ ... +f:JN X = 
if:JN+ti=1 io:i=n a. 
IP1l=l, ... ,JpNJ=l · 
and this proves the proposition. 0 
We now proceed to show basis-invariance. So we consider two bases {ek}~1 and {ek}~1 
for L2(Rd). We let (Jk = fekdB and Ok = fekdB denote the corresponding first order 
integrals and we let <> and ¢ denote the Wick products that arise from the two bases. To 
prove that<>=¢ we proceed as follows: 
Lemma A.4 For each pair of integers n and k 
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N " N 
Proof Since llfhll£2(n)=l, it can be approximated in L 2 by a sum 'L,a/Ji where 'Ear=L 
i=1 i=1 
Then by definition of the o product 
(t,~oi)_On- L n;a"'ha(B1,02,•••,0N) 
cr={crl,···•"'N) a. 
lcrl=n 
- hn (t aioi) ~ hn(fh) =of: 
~=1 
In the third equality we used proposition A.2. We now let N ~ oo, and this proves the 
lemma. D 
Corollary A.5 If n, m and k are non-negative integers 
Proof 
by Lemma A.4. D 
Proposition A.6 For all finite length multi-indices a and f3 
Proof Because of Corollary A.5 it suffices to prove that for all n1 , n 2 , •.• , nM 
As in the proof of Lemma A.4, we may just as well assume that 01 , 82 , •.. , ()M is in some 
finite dimensional subspace generated by the 0k-s. I.e. we may assume that 
N 
o1 = I:aioi 
i=1 
where in particular a = (a~, a2 , ••• , aN) is orthogonal to all the b(iLs. By propositions A2 
and A3, we get 
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hn1 (fh)<>hn2 (fh)f> · · · f>hnM((}M) 
= hnl ( t 0-ioi) <> ( t_ b~2) oi) <> . .. <> ( t b~2) oi) <> ( t b~3) oi) <> ... etc. 
\=l - \=l \=l \=l 
n2-times 
lal=n1 
I.B1I=l, ... ,j,Bn2+··+nM 1=1 
and the claim follows by repeated use of this argument. 0 
Proposition A.6 says that the Wick product is invariantly defined on all elements in a base 
for L2 (0). The same then applies to all finite dimensional linear spans of such elements 
and hence to limits of such spans. We have thus proved the following 
Theorem A. 7 Whenever defined, the Wick-product X<> Y of two elements 
X, Y EL2 (0) is invariant under base changes on L2(Rd). 
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